


We expect all our contractors, suppliers and other business partners to adopt the same high 
standard as we do in the pursuit to prevent modern slavery, by ensuring all employees and 
workers are treated with dignity and respect in a fair and ethical environment. 

We regularly take steps to identify the areas of our business and supply chains that are most at 
risk in relation to modern slavery and human trafficking. 

Assessing and managing risk 

We are aware that, in some cases, operating in the hospitality industry and using partners based 
across the world can create a higher risk of modern slavery. To address these risks we look to 
develop partnerships with suppliers so that we have a greater understanding of how they work, 
and they understand our standards and expectations. We also remain vigilant to any activities 
which might give cause for concern. 

Looking ahead 

We will look to establish internal accountability, and provide relevant personnel with training to 
recognise environment, health, safety, and labour/worker concerns, including issues relating to 
slavery, human trafficking and forced labour, and to report and investigate suspicions of 
improper conduct at all suppliers globally. Part of this means that if any of our suppliers are found 
to be falling foul of the standards we set, we will look to work with them to redress our concerns 
and, if necessary terminate our relationship with them. 

We will continue to monitor and develop our practices in respect of com batting slavery or human 
trafficking to target areas of its business where there is a potential risk of modern slavery. 
WorldVentures General Counsel is responsible for checking and testing the success of our 
commitments, and will work to ensure we meet our expectations. 

This statement has been made pursuant to section 54(1) of the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015. It 
constitutes the slavery and human trafficking statement for WorldVentures Marketing, LLC, 
Rovia, LLC, and WorldVentures Events Limited and their subsidiaries that fall within the scope 
of the Modern Slavery Act 2015 (collectively the "Group") for the financial year ending 31 
December 2016. It sets out the steps taken by the Group during the financial year to prevent 
modern slavery and human trafficking in its business and supply chains. 

Signed on behalf of the Group 
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